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FRANCE WINS THE FIFA WORLD CUP IN RUSSIA AND BRINGS HOME GOLD CUP
BY SCORING 4-2 AIGAINST CROATIA

Paris, Washington DC, 15.07.2018, 20:14 Time

USPA NEWS - France has won the 2018 FIFA World Cup, defeating Croatia 4-2. LES BLEUS, Team France wins the FIFA finale
against Croatia and brings home gold, twenty years later, since they we're champion of the world, in 1998, by defeating Brazil.
The players celebrated their victory as they received the Golden Cup, by the French President Macron, and Vladimir Poutine, and
danced in the rain that hit Luzhniki Stadium in Moscow right at the time of the final whistle. The youngest player Kyllian Mbappe, is
awarded the golden player who scored 4 goals during 7 matches. The s talented player who is only 19, has been very remarkable
dragon the world cup tournament, showcasing not only his talent but also his kind generous and sociable personality. Meanwhile
France is celebrating the victory in most of the cities, as 250 fan zones, were set up, for the final, and especially Paris where the nearly
One million people is gathered at Champs Elysee, the so called "Most beautiful " Street fo the world.

WE HAD A FANTASTIC MENTALLY STRONG MATCH & HAD AN AMAZING SCORE DIDIER DESCHAMPS SAID
We had a fantastic mental strong match and we had an amazing score, by 4 -2 against Croatia" Didier Deschamps, Coach of the
French Team " LES BLEUS" declared. As the match started, Mario Mandzukic scored an own-goal to open scoring, with referee
Nestor Pitana awarding a penalty to LES BLEUS, after a confirmation from the the Video Assistant Referee (VAR) after 38 minutes. A
few minutes later, Antonio Griezmann converted the spot kick, sending goalkeeper Subasic the wrong way. On the 59th minute, Paul
Pogba scored the third goal, in a artistic gesture, before Kylian Mbappe found the net in such a powerful shoot, for France in the 65th
minute.The match gets then very tense, for the Croatians who tied to make it hard for their competitors, so that, Ivan Perisic and Mario
Mandzukic could got the goals for the Croatians in the 28th and 69th minute. "I just told everyone we are 90 minutes away from
winning the cup, and to make history and thrill France and their children and we have to do it and we will not let another team take it .
Regarding the goal mark, Kyllian centered the ball, Griezman touched it and in front of the goalkeeper I won by scoring and rolling with
my left foot! It's amazing left foot! My mother came to make me a fool on the train after the victory with the World Cup between my but,
it just misses my dad, who is no longer ours, Rest in Peace". Paul Pogba said about his goal scoring while the match France Croatia.
The match was insanely changing from one situation to another, although Croatia possessed the ball, for 61%, versus 39 for France,
yet it didn't mean anything, because at this level of the competition the most important is to score and enable the finalist team to get the
supreme, step, the one that makes the difference, and bringing back hoe the golden cup. The most wanted golden trophy in the sport
world means 6kg of happiness, to offer to the country. France is happier since tonight of succeeding the challenge of World Champion
for Football, and wearing the star for the second time since the 1998's souvenir. A dream is coming true again for LES BLEUS, offering
a final that is a perfect summary of the 2018 FIFA World Cup in total, as included an own goal, a VAR decision and a penalty, under
the arbitrage of Argentinian Referee Pinada. Tomorrow, the French President Macron will welcome the French Team, LES BLEUS, at
Elysee Palace, as they would have rolled all over the Champs Elysee, in a bus, showing the Golden Cup to the crowd. The symbolic is
not only strong but also, powerfully nostalgic to the 1998's champions, led at that time, by Zidane, a certain fellow of Didier
Deschamps, who became the coach , the master of this victory,
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